OWLS PLAY FROGS SATURDAY

Dances To Be Held in Commons For Remainder of Year

FIVE ENTRIES RECEIVED IN PLAY CONTEST

ARCHI-ARTS BALL FOR THIS FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY

CO-CEDS LISTED

Two Original Works of Rice Co-eds Listed

Carmen Louise Armengol, For

Autry House Next Friday

Baptist Union Magazine Gives

In Radio Publicity

Meyer Ends Goethe Series

Thresher Article on Convention

In Physics Amphs Sunday

CRAMER CLUB PRESENTS GUEST ORATOR SATURDAY

Miss Esther Brown, Auxiliary

To Lecture On, International

Meyer Ends Goethe Series

Lentz on Tuesday morning

Shakespeare Influence Told

Miss Betty Brown, Secretary

In the Southwest, the championship

Tennis Team of the Southwest, the constellation

of T. C. U. will mingle with the

Conventional series of the student

Ames at 10:30 because a bit

of money was not

in the Free Market, a bit of money

is not

specified.
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DEPTH SOUNDERS FOR AIRCRAFT

With the application of electricity to aircraft radio the growing demand for deep sounders is well justified. It is not only necessary to locate the ground by means of sounders, but it is necessary to keep the aircraft as close to the ground as possible. The deep sounder indicates the height of the aircraft in relation to the ground, thus enabling the pilot to maintain a safe altitude.

The most recent developments in aircraft are the use of wireless communication, which provides a means of communication and control of the aircraft in height above ground. Sounder is an
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Charles Selby, national vice-president, and provided the regular tournament at Rice begins on the first of April. Captains Gibbs.—Selby will select a team from among the 16 players to compete with the University of Texas, Rice's first game to be played on Saturday in Rice's home area.

At the meeting of the Tennis club Tuesday evening, it was decided that the regular tournament, which opened the Rice season, will be completed this Sunday at Rice. The tournament was opened by C. E. B. Taylor, head coach of the Tennis club, who foretold a great deal for effect.

The Rice campus then was just a school, with no fear you'll smoke too many. In fact, as the ads say, 'They Satisfy!'
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Ten Players on Girls' Basket Squad That Meets S.E. Christian Tonight

Championship Track Team Training To Retain Title
Dick Baldry and Mate Schedule Four Meets—Frogs First Opponents, on April 2

Keeping ahead of the second hand
To keep telephone service in step with the rate of American life, Bell System men tackle many an absorbing problem, and find many ingenious solutions in the process.

For instance, they decided that previous records could be changed at a change in a long-established operating routine. The operator used to repeat the number called by the subscriber's phone to indicate that he understands by saying, "Thank you." To appreciate the importance of this, one must understand that a three-second delay could be saved by a change in the routine.

BELL SYSTEM
A Nation-wide System of Inter-Connecting Telephones

"Lucky" is a certain kind of my throat

"No harsh irritants for Lucks. I'm a Lucky man. There's no question about it. Lucky is certain kind of my throat. And burns for that improved cellulose wrapper of yours—yes, it really opens with a tug-o'-war—thanks to that tab."

"It's toasted!"
Your throat protection against irritation—against rough and dry air...

TIME ON LUCKY STRIKE—40 million minutes with the world's finest tobacco and world's best brand of cigarettes.